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ABSTRACT
What is the best part of gambling? Winning! In 2021, the US recorded over $53 Billion in 
gambling revenue… This doesn’t even included all the action taken outside of casinos or sports 
betting apps, including all of the  gambling done in Crypto. 

The number of people worldwide purchasing sports picks from  professional bettors, 
otherwise known as handicappers, is on a sharp incline… There are also elite gambling funds, 
but they typically have extremely high minimum investments (often over $100k USD).
 
Well at  Shiba-WorldCup, we are giving everyone the chance to invest as little or as much as 
they want in a gambling  fund run by the best handicappers out there! 

These pros are so good that many  sportsbooks won’t even take their bets!

 Join the action and watch how good these pros really are!
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INTRODUCTION 
At SHIBA-WORLDCUP, we are giving everyone the chance to invest as little or as much as they 
want in a gambling  fund run by the best handicappers. 
These handicappers are so good that many sportsbooks don’t take their bets! 

Join the action and enjoy these benefits as holders
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HOW IT WORKS 

1The Shiba worldcup will start at an initial size 
pre-public launch. 50% of the amount of the 
pre sale will be used to grow the fund.

3Every week, 70% of the total fund value is 
contributed to a gambling stack. This stack 
will be bet throughout the following week. 4Earnings from the weeksbets will be shared with 

token holders through a stake smart contract 
and re-invested into the fund as well as used to 
buyback and burn Shiba Worldcup tokens, 
boosting the price and increasing the liquidity. 

2Shiba world token taxes will also be used to grow 
the fund

EVERY TIME THERE IS A BIG WIN, THE CHART PUMPS, 
THE  TOKEN SKYROCKETS AND THE BETTING STACK GETS BIGGER!
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Argentina - Spain 
PICK OF THE DAY

20 bnb 38 bnb 9 bnb 
Allocation

1.8 bnb 

25.4 bnb 

Holders

Reinvestment in fund

1.8 bnb 
Team

Return if win Buyback
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10% team / partnerships / listings 

90% fair launch 50%  buy back and burn 

30%  add to bet fund 

10%  token holders 

10%   team business development

TOKENOMICS 

TOTAL SUPPLY 1.000.000.000

 

WIN BETS FUND 
TOKENOMICS SELL TAX 10%  BUY TAX 0%
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ROAD MAP

Pinksale fair launch

AMA with Paul S.

App Shiba worldcup launch 

First drop 2% of sell tax to Shiba Worldcup stake holders in stake

First Bets placed  

First re buy and burn Shiba Worldcup tokens

First BNB weekly drop to Shiba World Cup token holders in stake 

Final of Worldcup end of Worldcup bets and start betting on 
regular league from Spain, Italy, England, German and France

27 OCTOBER

27 OCTOBER

10 NOVEMBER

 10 NOVEMBER

20 NOVEMBER

27 NOVEMBER

27 NOVEMBER

18 DECEMBER
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SAFU
What is the best guarantee to invest in a pre-sale?  A powerful marketing campaign, a capable 
team, liquidity locked for a minimum of 1 year, no Tokens in circulation other than those sold in 
the pre-sale Shiba World Cup has all that, but what if we add additional insurance for the 
buyer? 

20% of the total raised in the Presale will be used to buy the Shiba World Cup token list, what 
better way to give the investor some good X than to directly repurchase the Tokens sold to 
those who only seek a short-term profit, do jeetzs scare us ?

Not to Shiba World Cup!!  we ourselves will buy their tokens.  and after this to win many BnB 
with the benefits of the bets, Shiba World Cup, let the game begin!



FAQ
1. What are Shiba worldcup’s utilities?

At SHIBA-WORLDCUP, we are giving 
everyone the chance to invest as little or as 
much as they want in a gambling  fund run 
by the best handicappers

5. Will Shiba worldcup burn tokens?

Yea with every win 

6. How long is liquidity locked?

5 years 

7. Where is the team located?

Turkey and Germany

8. Where do we bet?

Since handicappers are often unwanted on 
Sports betting sites, due to their ability to 
consistently beat the books, we will spread 
out our week’s gambling stack across several 
different safe and reputable Crypto 
sportsbooks.

3. What are buy/sell taxes?

Buy 0% ; Sell 10% 

4. How will earnings be used?

50% buy back and burn 
30% bet fund 
10% team business development 
10% token holders 

2. What are gambling funds?

50% of pre sale + 10% sells tax 
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FAQ
9. What do we bet on?

Qatar WorldCup 2022 and top European 
Soccer Leagues

11. How do we see the bets?

All bet tickets will be shared in the 
community Telegram prior to the start of any 

12.  How do we purchase the token ?

Pancake Swap on the Binance Smart Chain
( BSC )

13. When is the launch ?

Oct 27, 2022. Right in time for Qatar 
WorldCup 2022

10. Who makes the bets?

Shiba world cup has officially partnered with 
SportsAdvisors.com! 

SportsAdvisors.com is the internet’s largest 
sport’s handicapping conglomerate! Their 
top handicappers will be running the Shiba 
Worldcup fund! All picks will be shared with 
the community prior to the start of an event. 
Community members will be able to interact 
with these sports handicappers to learn 
more about their betting process and their 
rational behind certain picks. Members will 
even be able to vote on which bets should 
have the day’s Shiba Worldcup stack 
allocation!
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OUR SOCIALS

t.me/shibawolrdcup_ENG

t.me/shibaworldcup_ESP

t.me/shibaworldcup_PT

t.me/shibaworldcup_VNM

@worldcup_shiba


